
GLG 111: Population Growth and Sustainability      Name _________________________

Materials - rulers, graph paper, calculators, pencils, Google Docs, nuts.

A. Varying Hare & Lynx (1)

B. North Kaibab Deer Herd (2) 
 

C. World Population Video & Exponential Growth (3)

D. Hans Rosling vs. Paul Erlich (4-5)

E. Exponential vs. Arithmetic Growth - You are offered a job that lasts only 30 
days.  Would you rather earn $1000/day for 30 days or 1¢ the 1st day then double 
that amount for 30 days, taking ONLY what you earned on the 30th day? (6)

Arithmetic growth is adding an amount to the base.  In contrast, exponential 
growth (in the environmental sense) occurs when there is a growing or increasing 
number of organisms based on the current numbers of individuals. For example, 
bacteria growing in an ideal environment would reproduce so that there would 1, 
then 2, then 4, then 8, then 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and so on.  At each time 
period, the number of bacteria double. This is called the growth rate where it 
applies to bacterial or geology students.  In this case, the growth rate is 100%.  
Growth rate introduces time units into the system of biological growth. If we the 
bacteria double in population each hour then a sample graph of their exponential 
growth might look like the graph below. (5)

However… in biological systems infinite growth is not possible since resources 
and environment limit the numbers of individuals that can live and reproduce. In 
biological systems, limiting resources and environment causes an end to 
exponential growth and results in what are termed population adjustments.

http://softpath.org/GLG/GLG111/HareLynx.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaibab_Plateau#Kaibab_deer
https://populationeducation.org/curriculum-and-resources/world-population-video/
https://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_on_global_population_growth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8XOF3SOu8I


These adjustments limiting factors are due to what is called carrying capacity - 
the maximum population the environment can sustain.  A healthy lake has a greater 
carrying capacity for fish than does a polluted lake.  Limiting factors to 
carrying capacity for any species may include the temperature range, presence or 
absence of oxygen, organisms in the soil, availability of water, presence of 
sunlight, amount of grass, hunting by carnivores, etc. (8-9)

F. The Parable of the Pond and the Lily Pad

Imagine a one acre pond with just 1 lily pad growing on it.  That lily pad 
doubles every day, taking 30 days to completely cover the pond. (10-13)

G. The Commons Dilemma

The object of the game is to harvest as many “fish” (nuts) from your 
“ocean” (paper) as possible.  At carrying capacity, there are 16 fish in the 
ocean.  Every fish each student harvests represents one “point.”  The more fish 
harvested, the more points earned.  When the game begins, you may harvest all, 
some, or none of the fish.  We will have four “seasons” to fish.  Each season 
will be 1 twenty second trial.  For each fish remaining in the ocean, a new fish 
will be added.  For example, if there are four fish remaining, four will be 
added.  The carrying capacity which cannot be exceeded is 16 fish. (14-16)

H. World Population Info at Poodwaddle. (17)

I. Environmental Conditions at Poodwaddle.  Or look around this site. (18-19)

J. Graphing Populations: World, USA, Arizona & Vanuatu (20-23 + Graphs)

Using the following data to graph populations of the world, the USA, Arizona, and 
Vanuatu.  The years go on the x- or horizontal axis and population on the y- or 
vertical axis.

Numbering of the axes must be in uniform increments.  Look at the total time span 
of our data.  For the world data below, our data range from 10,000 BC to more 
than 2,000 AD, about 13,000 years.  We can use that or round up 15,000 years.  
Figure out a numbering system that will use more than half of the x-axis.

Population ranges from 0-10,000 millions. Figure out a numbering system that will 
allow those to fit on the y-axis (left).  If we assign 1 billion for every ten 
boxes we also have a convenient scale for the vertical axis; population in 
millions.

On each graph, A) add a descriptive title,  B) label the axes properly, and C) 
include units.  Plot the data points and make a smooth “best-fit” line. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nymphaeaceae
http://www.poodwaddle.com/worldclock/
http://www.poodwaddle.com/worldclock/env/


  GRAPH 1: WORLD POPULATION GRAPH 2: U.S. POPULATION  
  YEAR          MILLIONS YEAR     MILLIONS  
10,000 BC          1 1790       3.9  
 5,000 BC          5 1800          5.3  
 2,000 BC       27 1820       9.6  
 1,000 BC        50 1840       17.1  
     0      160 1860           31.4  
   100 AD         170   1880     50.2  
   500         500 1900     76.2  
  1800        978 1920     106.0  
  1900 1,650 1940          132.3  
  1950 2,251 1960     179.3  
  1998 5,901 1980    226.5  
  2005 6,486 2000 281.4  
  2007 6,610 2019 330.0  
  2018 7,644 2100   ?.?  
  2100 We will do this graph as a class in Google.  
 
GRAPH 3: ARIZONA POPULATION AND ACRES/PERSON 

The world's resources & land are fixed while our population grows. Arizona is 
72,960,000 acres in size.  Calculate the average number of acres for each person 
in Arizona by dividing the number of acres (72,960,000) by the number of people 
for that year.  Then graph BOTH the AZ Population & the acres/person on 1 graph. 
Extrapolate for the years 2030 and 2040.  FYI: One square mile = 640 acres.

YEAR      AZ POPULATION  ACRES/PERSON  
 
1870      9,658 ____________  

 
1880     40,440 ____________   
 
1890        88,243 ____________  
 
1900    122,931 ____________  
 
1910    204,354 ____________  
 
1920    334,162 ____________      
 
1930    435,573 ____________   
 
1940    499,261 ____________  
 
1950    749,587 ____________  
 
1960       1,301,161 ____________  
 
1970       1,775,339 ____________  

 
1980       2,716,546 ____________  
 
1990        3,665,228 ____________  
 
2018       7,020,000 ____________  
 
2030         ________ ____________  
 
2040         ________ ____________



GRAPH 4: VANUATU 

The images to the right are 
for reference questions 27-28.  

YEAR POPULATION

1955 54,924

1960 63,699

1965 74,289

1970 85,389

1975 99,872

1980 115,632

1985 130,027

1990 146,634

1995 168,235

2000 185,063

2005 209,370

2010 236,295

2015 264,603

2016 270,402

2017 276,244

2018 282,117

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Vanuatu/@-15.2608646,166.936444,174027m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x6e89605ec8926013:0x348339cfbed0266a!8m2!3d-15.376706!4d166.959158


Doubling Rate & Rule of 70 - Population and sustainability are crucial issues. 
Populations grow at exponential rates, doubling in size according to their growth 
rates. A population growing at 2% per year will double in 35 years.  A population 
with a steady (rare) growth rate of 5%/year will double every 15 years.

Try some calculations starting w/ a population of 100 people & a growth rate of 
2% for 35 years.  Using calculators/phones, grow your population of 100 people by 
2% for 35 years.  What did you find?  Try again with a 4% growth rate.  Try 8%.  
NOW do you notice anything? (24-25)

The time required for a population to double (DT) is approximately 70 divided by 
the growth rate [r] or DT = 70/r.  This is the Rule of 70.  (Note: The actual 
mathematical functions for growth curves are complex log functions.)  If the 
growth rate were 5% per year then the doubling time would be calculated as 
follow.  (24-26)

DT = 70/5 = 15 years

Resources 

Population demands on resources are related to the a) total population and b) 
current technologies. The sustainability of a population depends on resources and 
conditions.  As human population grows exponentially, the demand for resources 
and impacts on conditions also grows. (27)



Population Lab Summary       Name __________________________ DAY / NIGHT
 
1. Describe two lessons of the varying hare and the lynx activity. 

a b

2. Tell 2 lessons in the incident of the deer on the Kaibab Plateau. 

a b

3. Write three observations from the World Population Video. 

a b

c

4. Who is correct, Rosling or Erlich?  Defend your answer.

5. Share at least one critique for either either Rosling or Erlich.

6. Would the $1000/day or doubled ¢ be the better choice?  Why?  Provide your data.  

7. What is the difference between arithmetic and exponential growth?  (See question 6.) 

8. Which ecosystem would have a greater carrying capacity for humans, a tropical forest 
or a high desert?  Explain why.  
 

9. Three limiting factors for human in the desert ecosystem, conditions which would put a 
stop to unlimited population growth include…

a b      c

10. The pond be 1/4 covered on day ________ and 1/2 covered on day __________. 

11. Does the size of the pond make a difference?  Explain. 
 



12. What environmental consequences can be expected a) as the 30th day approaches and b) 
at one minute past the 30th day?

a b

 
13. On what day should preventative action have begun to prevent danger? Explain. 

14. Explain two points or lessons made by the commons activity. 

a b

15. List 2 resources people use now to which the commons dilemma applies.  Local is good.

a  b

16. Will humans behave the way you did in your commons activity?  Explain.  
 
 

17. Record the the following pieces of data.  Don’t include Oceania as a continent. 

World Population ________________________  

Continent w/ the most people is __________________ with ___________________ people.  
 
Continent w/ the least people is _________________ with ___________________ people. 

18. List the three countries with the greatest population and the populations.

COUNTRY POPULATION

_______________________ _____________________________

_______________________ _____________________________

_______________________ _____________________________

19. Which of the stats here is most interesting/concerning to you?  Explain.

GRAPHS - Complete the World, USA, AZ & Vanuatu graphs.  Staple World & USA to this lab as 
they are on graph paper.  Back to back is fine.  Graph 3 will be a Google Doc.  E-mail 
that to me.  Keep Vanuatu.

20. What do you predict will the the population each of the following in the 2100?

    Arizona _________________ USA _________________ World _________________



21. As the Arizona population grows, the acres/person goes ______________ (UP/DOWN).

22. Look at the Vanuatu map link.  Why is an island included here?  What is the lesson?

23. List 3 limiting factors that could keep any population from going really high. 

A) B)                   C) 

24. The doubling rate at 2% was _______ years, at 4% _____ years, & at 8%______ years.

25. What pattern do you notice?

26. As a class, using the DATA (not the graphs) calculate the doubling time & growth rate 
for the 4 graphs and record below.   DT = 70/r

DT    GR       DT            GR
A) World _________      _______ B) USA     _________      _______

C) AZ    _________      _______ D) Vanuatu _________      _______

27. At what population total do you think humans will exceed Earth’s carrying capacity?   
Explain and defend your answer.

28. The three geographic areas of Earth adding most to world population growth are…

A) ____________________  B) ____________________ C) ____________________
 

29. Write below 1 of the 4 laws of ecology from our FR & explain how that law applies to 
this lab.

 LAW

 HOW

30. Write one question you have about this topic, one suggestion about this lab, or a 
comment. 

Interesting Population Graphic  
Future Ideas

Oh Deer
Famine in the Sahel

Podcast - Tragedy of the Commons

1/23/19 - JS

https://pudding.cool/2018/10/city_3d/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/tragedy-commons-turns-50-how-neanderthal-dna-could/id120329020?i=1000425747923&mt=2

